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EM Pump

Electromagnetic (EM) Pump

Tom Dziekan, TnT Paranormal Investigators LLC

You may have seen EM Pumps used on some of the paranormal TV shows.  You may ask what is an EM Pump, how are they used and how 

can I get one?

What is an EM Pump

An EM pump is a device that creates electromagnetic (EM) energy and disperses it into the room it is placed in.  The theory is that 

electromagnetic fields give entities energy they need to manifest themselves and the higher the Electromagnetic Field (EMF), the higher the 

possibility the entity will manifest.  

Not only can EM pumps give entities the energy they need to manifest themselves but they can also help reduce battery drain.  Many times 

paranormal investigators may find that in cases where entities are trying to consume electromagnetic energy, their batteries may quickly drain 

on their audio and video devices.  EM pumps can give entities the energy they need and ultimately save the battery life of the equipment that 

investigators use.  

How to use an EM Pump

Set the device where you are trying to capture audio or video evidence.  Turn the device on and place your EMF meter close to the device and 

you will see the EMF reading change.  Don’t set the EMF meter directly on the pump because you could damage it.  Keep the EMF meter at 

least 12 inches away.

How can I get an EM Pump?

If you purchase EM Pumps they can cost $30 - $40.  However, you can build one yourself for a fraction of the cost.  Here are a couple links 

where you can purchase EMF pumps or learn how to make one yourself:

http://www.ebay.com/sch/i.html?_from=R40&_trksid=p5197.m570.l1313&_nkw=%22em+pump%22&_sacat=See-All-Categories

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3AzZWDLPAg8

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=63NRAa4bPMs


